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We have been incredibly busy with lots of new and

exciting things happening here at OSP. In light of the

events of COVID-19, we have been flexible with our

services adapting rapidly to changes, ensuring that

our clients receive the best support and have access

to services during this uncertain time. We are so

excited to share what has been happening at OSP with

you in our Winter Edition Newsletter! 
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OSP Client Advocates
One of the cornerstones of our OSP vision is encouraging our clients to speak out about their experiences to
increase awareness and raise all important funding. This quarter we have had not one, but four OSP clients
stepping forward to take on advocacy roles. We’d l ike to take a moment to congratulate our inspirational

(and outspoken) clients!

John Watkins 
Former Deputy Premier John Watkins has
quite simply changed the landscape for
people with PD in NSW. His insights into
living with PD were instrumental in securing
significant funding for employment of
Parkinson’s nurses across the state.
Amazing work and an impressive interview
John! You can view John's interview here

Sean O’Brien is already a fully fledged OSP
Hero for his tireless work on raising
awareness about Aphasia. Sean and his
wife Kate took part last month in
developing a vital resource within the
University of Sydney ‘ interact-ABI-l ity’
course.  You can view Sean and Kate’s
video here

Sean O’Brien

Athena Nguyen 

Athena Nguyen is one of the bravest
young women we work with.  As a
teenager her communication was
completely altered by the impact of
Wilson’s Disease - a condition which she
and her mother, Vy, explain in their
beautiful video which you can view here . 

 
 

Athena and Sean also appear in some other shorter videos on different topics
throughout the interact-ABI-l ity course. University of Sydney has now launched

interact-ABI-l ity for sign-ups to test out the resource and you can see more here
 

The course is free and we encourage clients, families and colleagues to take part.  
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https://fb.watch/6enMsMtCQG
https://youtu.be/fiVbIX0YOv8
https://youtu.be/FmVGR4RSQC4
https://abi-communication-lab.sydney.edu.au/courses/interact-ABI-lity
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OSP Client Advocates

Owen Turner

In May, Owen and his very energetic family raised more than $5000 for Parkinson's
Research by challenging themselves to skate the same distance as what a National
Hockey League player skates in an entire season, in just 3 months – that’s 660km!
Motivated by Owen's recent diagnosis of Parkinson's Disease, Kiera (Owen's
daughter) said that “it ’s so important to see a cure for Parkinson’s to ensure that
other families do not have to experience what we are l ikely to face.” The family
teamed up with Shake it Up, a not-for-profit organisation established to promote and
fund Parkinson's Disease research in Australia, aiming for better treatment and
ultimately a cure. 
More information about this tremendous challenge can be found here
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https://shakeitup.org.au/the-shake-off-face-off-raises-5950/?fbclid=IwAR27SUYDv2o066Q6YMSBCHadcvdapwU3u9V4wtdcQkD1y6v44n5FYkRP4nM


When I first came across                                                          
I must admit I was a tiny bit skeptical what affect it would have. 

This I think mainly came about as I failed to see that I had a speech issue, "people" were just not
listening properly. 

Sitting in a room (pre covid) with people I had only just met saying “May, me, my , moe , moo” as
loud as I could felt bit awkward at first, and did for a while to be honest.

Looking back, once I got over myself, I can see how each exercise built me up from a low base, a
base where I felt my working future was looking bleak.

It was hard making the time when working full time to get to the sessions with work, family and
the other PD related appointments in my life. 

The temptation to put everything else before the speech sessions and miss a week here or there
was very real. 

But once (as I describe it) it all “clicked”. Missing a session is no longer in my thought process as I
know it is essential for me to continue to communicate. 

It “clicked” for me during my intensive                         sessions with Colleen and Sam. 
I know this sounds weird, but it’s almost like it allowed me to “step out of myself” and hear

myself as others hear me.
I now understand that what in my head was good paced speech was in fact so fast the words

just blurred into each other. 
Speech that felt slow in my head was the right pace for most people.

 
                              also has delivered other benefits that have been just as important and

fulfilling. 
It has given me contact with other Parkinson’s sufferers, some with DBS and some not, but

friends for life.
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OSP Hero - Ian Pendleton (PD-DBS)
We were so lucky to hear from Ian Pendleton and his experiences with                                                                    

 during a webinar hosted by Advance Rehab Centre. This lovely presentation can be found through the ARC
Education portal. Ian has lived with Parkinson's Disease for many years, has undergone DBS and commenced

his treatment with OSP in 2019. We are so proud of Ian who makes a very worthy OSP hero!

We are a competitive bunch, who challenge each other in all that
we do, but we do it while having a laugh and it is a time we all

look forward to.
The other factor that has to be mentioned is the National
Disabil ity Insurance Scheme. It is in my view an invaluable

program that removes the financial constraint and worry and
allows me to go all in with my treatment plan.

 
So, fast forward 18 months and here we are today.

Here I am, sti l l  working full t ime and I have been promoted at
work twice.

While yes I should do more “homework” each week, I cannot
 

 recommend                             ,  Optimal SP, Colleen and Sam
enough.
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https://archealth.kartra.com/page/ARCademy-HP


What's happening at OSP
                                                Optimal Speech Pathology awarded
national grant from Parkinson Voice Project!

We are jumping for joy at OSP after being awarded the                                                           

 Grant from the Parkinson Voice Project for the third consecutive year! This means we can train

more clinicians, ultimately improving services for those with Parkinson's Disease and saving

more voices!

August 2021

Tennille Bertram completed                                                 Training 

We were very excited to have Tennille join the seven other clinician's at OSP who are

able to provide                                                                therapies. Here at OSP we are

extremely grateful and thank the Parkinson's Voice Project for their generous grant that

allowed for Tennille's training!

More information about                           can be found here
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https://optimalsp.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Speak-Out-and-LOUD-Crowd-New-Therapies-for-Parkinsons-Disease.pdf
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ARCademy Webinar series presentation

Optimal Speech Pathologists Colleen and Felicity were thrilled to be presenting with Ian

 Pendleton on their                                                                           experience on the ARCademy

Webinar Series in June. A big thank you to Advance Rehab Centre for hosting the webinar! Ian's

delightful presentation on his experiences are seen earlier in this newsletter as our OSP Hero.

The entire presentation from this webinar can be found through the ARC Education Portal. 

Colleen presenting at the General
Practice Conference and Exhibition
(GPCE)

From the 14-16 May, Colleen had the great

pleasure of presenting a paper at GPCE

Sydney, which is the leading CPD event for

primary care in New South Wales. Colleen

was extremely excited to share with the

room full of GP's about the great importance

of early referral to Speech Pathology for

people with Parkinson's Disease. She loved

co-presenting with the Parkinson's NSW

Network. A great thank you to Parkinson's

NSW and the General Practice Conference

and Exhibition for this opportunity and their

continued advocacy for people with

Parkinson's Disease!

What's happening at OSP
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OSP and The University of Sydney Research Partnership 

OSP are on the cusp of a very exciting project in partnership with our brilliant

colleagues at the University of Sydney. Natalie James and Colleen Kerr will be

co-investigators in the next phase of the 'conver-ABI-lity' study which will

provide valuable information on how an online communication training

program for people with ABI and their partners will work in real-life clinical

practice.  Natalie and Colleen are undergoing their training this month and hope

to start work with study participants in the near future. You can read more

about the great work of the ABI Communication Lab here.

We look forward to updating you on our experiences in our next newsletter! 

What's happening at OSP
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https://abi-communication-lab.sydney.edu.au/
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Clinician experience - Antonella Guido
With most of my experience lying in the field of acquired brain injury (having worked

predominantly with traumatic brain injury and stroke), the recent exposure to Parkinson’s
disease has been an interesting, inspiring, and even joyful experience. While I did work in

this field many years ago, the bulk of my experience has been in the rehabilitation of
communication skills after brain injury. 

 
In offering the                                                                    programs I have had the opportunity
to work with and support many clients with Parkinson’s disease throughout the year. In this
time, clients have carefully and deliberately worked towards embracing intentional speech.

It’s been a motivating journey as I’ve watched clients progress and improve - from using
automatic speech to using clear, confident, purposeful, and intentional speech. What an

enormous difference this has made!
 

There are so many satisfactions here. Clients are in the driver’s seat and completely in
charge of their therapy and progress. Secondly, this treatment model creates a sense of

strong support for people with Parkinson’s disease, where they feel helped and encouraged
by clinicians as well as fellow participants and peers. The camaraderie is palpable. And the
maintenance aspect of this program means that clients are constantly linked in, assisted,
and boosted to continue refining their speech and voice motor plans. This being such an

essential component of the program for preserving their speech. 
 

This work has been very exciting and I feel very fortunate to have had this rewarding
experience!
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COVID-19 changes 
OSP via Telehealth

Here at Optimal Speech Pathology, we are

continuing to offer services to our clients with

several policies and precautions in place to

protect the safety and wellbeing of our clients

and colleagues in response to COVID-19.  With

all our clinicians being trained in Telehealth, we

have been incredibly flexible in changing our

service delivery to online during lockdown

periods. We are watching the evolving situation

very closely. Our COVID-19 action plan can be

found here.

Thank you to everyone for being so patient

and flexible during this crazy time!
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https://optimalsp.com.au/covid-19/
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